
Eggtastic



Abstract

My purpose for starting this experiment was to try and find out if different types of eggs would be stronger 
than others. The reason for this is that it could show how a chicken raised one way might end up laying 
stronger eggs than a chicken raised in worse conditions. This could also show how resistant the egg 
would be to diseases because a thicker stronger shell is more resilient. My hypothesis was:  yes, different 
types would have different results when tested using the same procedure. This procedure involved 
cracking an egg in half and flattening the edge of the shell so it would lay flat on a table. I then stacked 
books on top until the egg cracked. Next, I measured the weight needed to crack the eggs and I recorded 
that information. 

My results showed that each type of egg actually had a fair difference in the weight needed to crack 
the shell. Some proof of this is that there was an almost three-and-a-half-pound difference between the 
weight it took to break the strongest type of egg compared to the weakest type of egg. Overall the 
experiment was a success and the results showed how chickens raised in captivity will end up laying 
weaker eggs than a chicken that was raised free range.



Question and Hypothesis

Question: Are different types of eggs stronger than other types? 

Hypothesis: Yes, different types of eggs are stronger than others.



Background Research I

Almost everyone sometime in life has cracked an egg on the side of a table or maybe on the edge of 
a bowl. But have you ever tried cracking that same egg cupped in between your hands putting the 
pressure equally along the surface? It's surprising how hard that is to do. The reason for this is that the 
shell of an egg is created with calcium carbonate, some prime examples of calcium are things like 
limestone, marble, and chalk, these are fairly strong materials so it's no wonder how hard egg shells can 
be when you utilize the natural built-in shape and materials.

The egg is very important to many different species of animals as it holds their young. Because of 
this importance eggs have naturally developed to be surprisingly strong. An example of this is how an egg 
is naturally in the shape of an arch. Arches have been used for thousands of years in construction and 
engineering for their ability to support a lot of weight. This is because it distributes the weight all along the 
shape rather than just on the centerline, this is why eggs are naturally strong when tested to their 
strengths (Science Buddies N.D.).



Background Research II

Another reason that eggs are strong is because of the material that they are made of. This material 
is calcium and is used in the production of things like nails in the human body. Another thing that calcium 
is crucial to is making things like bones and most surprisingly Calcium is a very important ingredient in 
making cement. When you see how strong calcium is it makes sense that eggs are also strong, although 
they do get weaker as the chicken inside takes the inside layer of the shell to develop (Science 
connected, 2022, April 18).

Although eggs are naturally strong due to their shape and materials that they are composed of, only 
specific eggs can actually be as strong as possible due to quite a few factors. One such factor is how thick 
the actual shell is as a weaker shell can be around 0.1 millimeters thick whereas a strong shell will 
actually be 0.3 millimeters thick. Another variable is how much calcium the hen laying the egg has 
because for a hen to lay a good strong egg with a thick shell it needs at least 4 grams of calcium available 
for the egg. Without this necessary calcium egg shells will end up brittle and thinner than they should be, 
and in the worst cases, the egg will take the calcium out of the hen's skeletal structure to get necessary 
calcium (Biggs, P. 2022, September 1).



Background Research III

After all my research and testing I found that my hypothesis that yes different types of eggs do have 
different strengths. And overall egg shells have many things going for them as they have a naturally strong 
shape and are made of calcium which is quite hard. Combining these two factors makes eggs strong 
enough to resist many things but if the necessary requirements are not made then the egg will not be able 
to get anywhere close to its potential hardness. One very important requirement is that the egg has to get 
at least 4 grams of calcium from the hen laying the egg. 



Materials and Procedure
Materials: At least 4 types of eggs, books, a bowl, sandpaper, knife, and a flat surface.

Procedure: take one egg from carton of eggs cut in half and dispose of the yolk for anything of your choice

1. sand the edge of the egg down so that the egg can sit on a flat surface without moving 
2. repeat steps 1-3 for 3 more eggs from same brand
3. place four eggs halves in a square
4. start stacking books on the eggs
5. when the eggs break measure the weight of the books and record it and what brand it came from
6. repeat steps 5-7 once more
7. repeat procedure for every brand.



Data Graphs and Results

My graph is fairly simple. Blue is the first trial I did with that type of egg, red is the second trial I did with 
that type of egg, and finally yellow is the third and final trial I did with that egg type. And on the 
left/horizontal axis, you can see how many grams it took to crack that egg type with my testing method.



Conclusion

My Science Fair project was trying to find out if different types/brands of eggs could withstand different 
amounts of weight when they were tested using the same process. My hypothesis was that each type of 
egg would be able to withstand different amounts of weight, and this was correct, as there was an almost 
1,500-gram difference between the weight the weakest egg could withstand compared to the strongest 
type of egg. During this experiment, I tested four types of eggs, Organic Pasture-raised, Grass Fed 
cage-free, Free range, and Conventional eggs. The weakest of these four egg types turned out to be the 
Conventional eggs, and the strongest was the Free Range eggs, although the Organic Pasture-raised 
eggs were a close second strongest.

I would say that my experimentation method was good. This is because it was hard to mess up 
when all I was doing was cracking an egg open and then flattening the bottom and then stacking books on 
top until the eggs underneath cracked. I then measured the weight it took to crack that type of egg in 
grams and wrote it down. Although if I was ever to do this again I would want to test each type of egg 
more times and with a few different testing types to get the best results possible. I might even add a few 
more types of eggs to get the widest range possible. Overall I would say that my results were good 
because I was able to prove my hypothesis and find out everything that I wanted to when I started this 
experiment.
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